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Abstract. We have extended the Vaidya radiating metric to include both a radiation fluid and a
string fluid. This paper expands our brief introduction to extensions of the Schwarzschild vacuum
which appeared in 1998Phys. Rev.D 57R5945. Assuming diffusive transport for the string fluid,
we find new analytic solutions of Einstein’s field equations.
PACS numbers: 0420J, 0440D, 9760
1. Introduction
Strings have become a very important ingredient in many physical theories. They may have
been present in the early universe and played a role in the seeding of density inhomogeneities
[1]. The idea of strings is fundamental to superstring theories [2]. String fluids have been
suggested as dark-matter candidates. The lensing properties of cosmic strings and string
systems have been discussed [3] and the apparent relationship between counting string states
and the entropy of the Schwarzschild horizon [4–6] suggests an association of strings with
black holes. Recently, Glass and Krisch [7] have pointed out that allowing the Schwarzschild
mass parameter to be a function of radial position creates an atmosphere with a string fluid
stress–energy around a static, spherically symmetric, object. If the mass is also a function of
retarded time a Vaidya radiation fluid is present in addition to the string fluid. Since the metric
has one arbitrary function,m(u, r), invariantly defined by the sectional curvature of theu, r
2-surfaces, a given mass distribution determines the stress–energy.
The string fluid stress–energy is a macroscopic, statistically averaged, description of a
microscopic distribution of Planck length string bits. The string fluid lies on a two-dimensional
timelike worldsheet (u, r) and its stress–energy is parametrized by radial derivatives of the mass
function. The radial stress,pr < 0, is the expected string tension. Since the string fluid is
constrained to stay in the (u, r)-plane, the Planck scale string bits have only radial motions.
Interactions of the string bits along the radial directions are modelled by the macroscopic
string tensionpr and create, on average, a long string stretching radially away from the core
or horizon of the mass distribution. The Glass–Krisch atmosphere allows transverse stresses.
These stresses, if present, can be modelled by the presence of a pressureless dust fluid. The
transverse pressures arise from the different velocities of the dust and string fluids. The most
general atmosphere has three components: a Vaidya radiation fluid, a string fluid with radial
tension and a dust fluid. This can be interpreted as a two-fluid atmosphere with a transverse
pressure. We also discuss other, less general, possibilities.
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This atmosphere can model a variety of physical situations at different distance scales.
It can describe the atmosphere around a black hole with a distance scale of multiples of
Schwarzschild radii. It could also describe a globular cluster with a dark-matter component
and a distance scale of the order of parsecs.
The contracted Bianchi identities are satisfied for arbitrarym(u, r) and so the mode of
mass propagation is a modelling choice from the many possible propagation equations of
classical and quantum physics. Each choice allows the generation of new analytic solutions
to the field equations. In this work we develop new solutions by considering the diffusive
transport of the string fluid elements. With this choice we find that the string fluid diffuses
inward as the Vaidya photons carry energy outward. The overall effect is to slow down the
time scale of the Vaidya energy loss.
In the next section we present our extension of Vaidya’s metric [8] as a further extension
of the Schwarzschild vacuum solution. The arbitrary mass function, which appears in the
metric, is identified as the sectional curvature of nested 2-spheres. The string fluid and an
associated static two-fluid model are described in sections 3 and 4. We are able to provide a
two-fluid kinematic interpretation of the transverse stresses in this model. In section 5 diffusive
transport is developed and analytic solutions for the energy density are found. In section 6
analytic mass solutions are presented and interpreted. The last two sections contain the analysis
of the horizon structure of some of our solutions and a discussion of the general results.
In this work Greek indices range over(0, 1, 2, 3) = (u, r, ϑ, ϕ). Our sign conventions
are 2Aν;[αβ] = AµRµναβ, andRµν = Rαµνα. Overdots denote∂/∂u and primes denote∂/∂r.
Overhead carets denote unit vectors. We use units whereG = c = 1. Einstein’s field equations
areGµν = −8πTµν, and the metric signature is(+,−,−,−).
2. Extending the Schwarzschild vacuum
The spacetime metric covering the region exterior to a spherical star is given by
ds2 = A du2 + 2 du dr − r2(dϑ2 + sin2 ϑ dϕ2) (1)
whereA = 1 − 2m(u, r)/r. Initially m(u, r) = m0 provides the vacuum Schwarzschild
solution in the regionr > 2m0. At later times that region admits a two-fluid description of
radial strings and outward flowing short-wavelength photons (sometimes called a ‘null fluid’).
Metric (1) is spherically symmetric and is given in terms of the retarded time coordinateu.
With the use of a Newman–Penrose null tetrad the Einstein tensor is computed from (1) and
given by
Gµν = −2811(lµnν + nµlν +mµm̄ν + m̄µmν)− 2822lµlν − 63gµν. (2)
Here the null tetrad components of the Ricci tensor are
811 = (2m′ − rm′′)/(4r2), (3a)
822 = −ṁ/r2, (3b)
3 = R/24= (rm′′ + 2m′)/(12r2). (3c)
The only non-zero component of the Weyl tensor is
92 = −m/r3 + (4m′ − rm′′)/(6r2). (4)
The metric is Petrov typeD with lµ andnµ principal null geodesic vectors
lµ dx
µ = du, (5a)
nµ dx
µ = (A/2) du + dr, (5b)
mµ dx
µ = −(r/√2)(dϑ + i sinϑ dϕ), (5c)
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where
lµ;ν = (A′/2)lµlν − (1/r)(mµm̄ν + m̄µmν), (6a)
nµ;ν = −(A′/2)nµlν + (A/2r)(mµm̄ν + m̄µmν), (6b)
mµ;ν = (A/2r)lµmν − (1/r)nµmν + (cotϑ/
√
2r)(mµmν −mµm̄ν). (6c)
In order to clearly see the two-fluid description we introduce a timelike unit velocity vectorv̂µ
and three unit spacelike vectorsr̂µ, ϑ̂µ, ϕ̂µ such that
gµν = v̂µv̂ν − r̂µr̂ν − ϑ̂µϑ̂ν − ϕ̂µϕ̂ν .
The unit vectors are defined by
v̂µ dx
µ = A1/2 du +A−1/2 dr, v̂µ∂µ = A−1/2∂u, (7a)
r̂µ dx
µ = A−1/2 dr, r̂µ∂µ = A−1/2∂u − A1/2∂r , (7b)
ϑ̂µ dx
µ = r dϑ, ϑ̂µ∂µ = −r−1∂ϑ, (7c)
ϕ̂µ dx
µ = r sinϑ dϕ, ϕ̂µ∂µ = −(r sinϑ)−1∂ϕ. (7d)
v̂µ is hypersurface-orthogonal, i.e.v̂[µ;ν v̂α] = 0, with hµν the first fundamental form of the
hypersurface. Sincêvµ dxµ = f (u, r)dt , the components ofhµν show explicitly thatv̂µ lies
alongt = constant time lines:
hµν dx
µ dxν = (gµν − v̂µv̂ν) dxµ dxν
= −A−1 dr2 − r2(dϑ2 + sin2 ϑ dϕ2). (8)
The kinematics of thêvµ flow are described by
v̂µ;ν = aµv̂ν + σµν − (2/3)(r̂µr̂ν + ϑ̂µϑ̂ν + ϕ̂µϕ̂ν), (9)
where
aµ = [ṁ/r +A∂r(m/r)]A−3/2r̂µ, (10a)
σµν = (2/3)(−2r̂µr̂ν + ϑ̂µϑ̂ν + ϕ̂µϕ̂ν), (10b)
2 = (ṁ/r)A−3/2. (10c)
The Einstein tensor can now be written as a two-fluid system:
Gµν = (2ṁ/r2)lµlν − (2m′/r2)(v̂µv̂ν − r̂µr̂ν) + (m′′/r)(ϑ̂µϑ̂ν + ϕ̂µϕ̂ν). (11)
Spherical symmetry allows the functionm(u, r) to be identified as the mass within 2-surfaces
of constantu andr, and invariantly defined from the sectional curvature [24] of those surfaces:
−2m/r3 = Rαβµνϑ̂αϕ̂β ϑ̂µϕ̂ν . (12)
3. String fluid
The string bivector is defined by





, (B,C) = (0, 1) or (2, 3).
Spherical symmetry demands that the averaged string bivector will have a worldsheet in
either the (u, r)- or (ϑ, ϕ)-plane. The condition that the worldsheets are timelike, i.e.
γ := 126µν6µν < 0, implies that only the6ur component is non-zero. It is useful to write
6µν in terms of unit vectors
6µν = r̂µv̂ν − v̂µr̂ν . (13)
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It is now clear that6µα6 να = v̂µv̂ν − r̂µr̂ν . We follow Letelier [9, 10] and write a string
energy–momentum tensor in analogy with one for a perfect fluid
T f luidµν = ρuµuν − phµν,
wherehµν = δµν − uµuν , hµνuν = 0. The string energy–momentum is given by
T stringµν = ρ(−γ )1/26̂ αµ 6̂αν − p⊥Hµν, (14)
whereHµν = δµν − 6̂µα6̂αν , Hµν6̂νβ = 0. Although hereγ = −1, we have keptγ
explicit in (14) and written6̂µν := (−γ )−1/26µν to show how6̂µν is made invariant to
reparametrizations of the worldsheets [9].
Einstein’s field equations allow the matter portion ofGµν in equation (11) to be identified
as a string fluid:
Tµν = T radµν + T stringµν ,
= ψlµlν + ρv̂µv̂ν + pr r̂µr̂ν + p⊥(ϑ̂µϑ̂ν + ϕ̂µϕ̂ν). (15)
Thus
4πψ = −ṁ/r2, (16a)
4πρ = −4πpr = m′/r2, (16b)
8πp⊥ = −m′′/r. (16c)
Since the contracted Bianchi identities are satisfied for arbitrarym(u, r), it follows that the
equations of motionT µν ;ν = 0 are identically satisfied for the components ofTµν given in
equation (15).
The components of the contracted Bianchi identities which do not vanish because of
spherical symmetry, but rather because of the explicit formA = 1− 2m(u, r)/r, are
lµG
µν ;ν = −∇ν [(2811 +R/4)lν ] −Gµνlµ;ν
and
nµG
µν ;ν = −∇ν [(2811 +R/4)nν +822lν ] −Gµνnµ;ν .
4. Static fluid models
Static models are useful in developing insights about time-dependent fluids. We consider two
static models that are equivalent to the general stress–energy tensor described in equation (15)
when it is time independent. The first is a static isotropic string fluid, and the second provides
a two-fluid interpretation of (15) and an interpretation of the transverse stress.
4.1. Isotropic string fluid
Consider the stress–energy tensor in equation (15) with static mass functionm(r) and with
pr = p⊥:
T isoµν = −pr(v̂µv̂ν − r̂µr̂ν − ϑ̂µϑ̂ν − ϕ̂µϕ̂ν). (17)
This is clearly an isotropic cloud of strings with equation of stateρ + pr = 0. The mass is
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The solution of equation (18), in the more general time-dependent case with null radiation
fluid, is
m(u, r) = r3c1(u) + c2(u). (19)
For the static case we havec1 andc2 constant. As can be seen from the energy–momentum
equation (17), the isotropic string cloud is in an Einstein spacetime.
4.2. Static two-fluid model
One can use two different 4-velocities,ûµ andŵµ, to write a two-fluid model:
T 2f luidµν = ρ2ŵµŵν + ρ1ûµûν + pr r̂µr̂ν . (20)
The fluid withρ2 is dust and the other is a fluid with a radial stress (ṁ = 0 and there is no
Vaidya radiation fluid). Letelier [11] has described a procedure for casting two-fluid stress–
energies into the form of an anisotropic fluid. His method is not adapted for the string fluid
equation of state. As a variation of his method, we transform the fluid velocities to create two
unnormalized vectors:Vµ timelike andYµ spacelike,
√
ρ1Vµ = √ρ1 cosα ûµ +√ρ2 sinα ŵµ (21)√
ρ2Yµ = −√ρ1 sinα ûµ +√ρ2 cosα ŵµ. (22)
This transformation obeys
ρ1ûµûν + ρ2ŵµŵν = ρ1VµVν + ρ2YµYν. (23)
SinceYµ is spacelike, equation (22) is only valid forûµ 6= ŵµ andα 6= n(π/2). The parameter
α is defined byVµYµ = 0:





The stress–energyT 2f luidµν can be written as
T transfµν = ρV̂µV̂ν + pr r̂µr̂ν + p⊥ŶµŶν (24)
with
ρ := VαV α ρ1, p⊥ := −YαY α ρ2. (25)
The transformation in equation (23) constrains the new density and transverse pressure to obey
ρ1 + ρ2 = ρ − p⊥. (26)
T
transf
µν has the same form asT
string
µν in equation (15).
If the two fluids have the same velocity,ûµ = ŵµ, then the two-fluid stress–energy
becomes a single fluid with a radial stress.
T 2f luidµν → T 1f luidµν = (ρ1 + ρ2)ûµûν + pr r̂µr̂ν . (27)
The density of this string fluid is just the sum of the two densities. In the caseûµ = ŵµ the
transverse pressure is zero. The transverse pressure reflects the different velocities of the fluids
in the two-fluid model. When the transverse pressure is zero thenm = c1r + c2.
Using a multi-fluid model, one can also describe the radial stress as reflecting a velocity
difference between two dusts so that the complete stress–energy tensor (15) could be described
by a three-fluid dust model with all of the dusts moving with different velocities. Which of the
interpretations discussed in this section is most likely depends on the actual physical situation
being modelled.
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5. Diffusive transport
Diffusion has been a seminal process for the development of our understanding of many modern
systems. Since the work of Einstein [12], Smoluchowski [13] and Langevin [14], the ideas
implicit in diffusion have found new application in areas as diverse as the behaviour of stock
option values to cosmic strings. Vilenkin [15] has introduced diffusion into the description
of cosmic strings by characterizing string evolution as the formation of Brownian trajectories.
This has also been discussed by Bennett [16]. Diffusion is playing an important part in the
growth of our understanding of fluctuations in quantum gravity [17, 18] and in the very early
life of our universe. For example, Watabiki [19] has used the classical diffusion equation to
characterize diffusion times in fractal quantum gravity [20, 21]. Diffusion may also play a role
in eternal inflation models where inflation field fluctuations can be modelled as random walks
[22]. The path integral technique, developed by Norbert Weiner [23] to describe diffusive
processes, has become an essential part of the modern view of quantum mechanics.
String collisions, unlike point particle collisions, do not occur at a single spacetime point
(interaction vertex). The 2-surface picture of strings requires the collision (interaction) to be a
curve on a worldsheet. Observers in different Lorentz frames will see the interaction occurring
at different points along the curve. Statistically, the coarse-grained picture of phase space
for a set of collisions hides the lack of Lorentz invariance of a single collision. We assume
string diffusion is like point particle diffusion in that the number density diffuses from higher
numbers to lower according to
∂un = D ∇2n (28)
where∇2 = r−2(∂/∂r) r2(∂/∂r) andD is the positive coefficient of self-diffusion (which we
henceforth take to be constant). Classical transport theory derives the diffusion equation by
starting with Fick’s law
EJ(n) = −D E∇n (29)
whereE∇ is a purely spatial gradient. Then 4-current conservationJµ(n);µ = 0, where
J
µ
(n)∂µ = (n, EJ(n))
= n∂u − D(∂n/∂r)∂r , (30)
yields the diffusion equation (28). We label the 4-currentJ(n) to indicaten diffusion but we
could have also writtenJ(ρ) since the string number density and string fluid density must be
related byρ = MsnwhereMs is the constant mass of the string species.Ms must be a multiple
of the Planck mass since it is only over Planck length scales that point particles resolve into
strings.
By rewriting theTµν components (16a) and (16b) asṁ = −4πr2ψ andm′ = 4πr2ρ, we
can write the integrability condition form as
ρ̇ + r−2∂r(r2ψ) = 0. (31)
If we compare the diffusion equation (28) (n replaced byρ)
ρ̇ = D r−2∂r(r2∂ρ/∂r) (32)
with ρ̇ in equation (31) we obtain
ṁ = 4πD r2∂ρ/∂r. (33)
Thus solving the diffusion equation forρ and then integrating those solutions to obtainm
provides exact Einstein solutions which can be interpreted as either anisotropic fluids or
diffusing string fluids.
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There are some analytic solutions of equation (32):
ρ = ρ0 + k1/r, (34)
ρ = ρ0 + (k2/6)r2 + k2Du, (35)
ρ = ρ0 + k3(Du)−3/2 exp[−r2/(4Du)], (36)
ρ = ρ0 + (k6/r) exp(−k24Du)[sin(k4r) + k5 cos(k4r)]. (37)
Solutions (34) and (36) appear in [7]. In addition to the solutions above, we have obtained
a number of analytic solutions using well known similarity techniques. Those solutions will
be presented elsewhere. The physical behaviour of the density solutions provides a variety of
atmospheric models.
Solution (34) describes an atmosphere with a simple drop off in radius and no time
dependence.k1 must be positive to avoid negative densities.ρ0 is the density at spatial
infinity.
The density described by equation (35) has two very different behaviours. Fork2 > 0,
the density is not physically realistic. It increases with radius and grows with time. However,
for k2 < 0, the density decreases with radius and has a zero indicating a bounded string
atmosphere. Since we are working with a string fluid whose equation of state isρ = −pr ,
the boundary also has zero radial pressure. The position of the boundary moves inward asDu
increases; the extent of the atmospheric shell decreases with time.
The third density solution, equation (36), requiresk3 > 0 for positive densities. The
solution begins with a high central density which falls off with radius. As time progresses the
density decreases to the constant valueρ0, the density at spatial infinity.
The fourth density solution, equation (37), models a complete array of atmospheric
behaviours. For example, the parameter choicesk6/ρ0 = 10, k4 = k5 = 1, describe an
atmosphere that starts with a string boundary atDu = 1 and as time progresses becomes an
unbounded string cloud. Other parameter choices model atmospheric shells which are always
unbounded. Parametersk5 andk6 must be positive for positive densities.
6. Diffusive mass solutions
6.1. Analytic solutions
Upon integratingm′ = 4πr2ρ andṁ = 4πD r2∂ρ/∂r we obtain, in the same order as the
densities above, the following:
m(u, r) = m0 + (4π/3)r3ρ0 + 2πk1(r2 − 2Du), (38)
m(u, r) = m0 + (4π/3)r3ρ0 + (4π/3)r3k2(Du + r2/10), (39)
m(u, r) = m0 + (4π/3)r3ρ0 + 16πk3[−η exp(−η2) + (
√
π/2) erf(η)], (40)
m(u, r) = m0 + (4π/3)r3ρ0 + (4πk6/k24) exp(−k24Du)B, (41)
whereη := r (4Du)−1/2 andB = sin(k4r) − k4r cos(k4r) + k5[cos(k4r) + k4r sin(k4r)].
Solutions (38) and (40) appear in [7].
If parametersk1, k2, k3 andk6 are zero then all the mass solutions above become the
static solutionm0 + (4π/3)r3ρ0. This is the mass for the isotropic string fluid described by
equation (19).
6.2. Interpreting the mass
Diffusive transport has a conserved 4-current for the density
Jµ∂µ = ρ∂u − D(∂ρ/∂r)∂r
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which can be written in terms of the null tetrad
Jµ = ρnµ + [(A/2)ρ − D(∂ρ/∂r)]lµ. (42)









where we integrate overu = constant null 3-surfacesN2 andN1 with dSµ = lµ dr dϑ dϕ, and
r = constant timelike 3-surfaces62 and61 with dSµ = (nµ− 12Alµ) du dϑ dϕ. The 4-volume
R4 can be pictured as a tube surrounding a timelike cylinder containing the central source. An
orthogonal cross section ofR4 would have sidesN1,N2,61,62, forming a rhomboid with61
boundingR4 away from the central source. Thus∫
N2−N1
Jµlµ














√−g du dϑ dϕ = 0. (44)
To first understand the string mass, we examine a static string fluid. Metric (1) includes
static string fluids whenm(u, r) is restricted tom(r). We can use the density solution





2 + k1r) dr = 0. (45)













on null surfaceN1 and at a later time onN2. This is the mass in equation (38) withD = 0.
Now consider the case with time dependence where the mass ism(u, r) and there is a





2 + k1r) dr + 4π
∫
62−61
k1D du = 0. (47)














We use our knowledge of the static case to identify the string mass as that part of the total mass
integrated over the null 3-surfaceN , and identify the flux through the timelike surface6 as
resulting from both the energy carried by the Vaidya photons and the diffusing strings. Photons
enterR4 from the central source through61 while string bits diffuse through61 toward the
source, with the opposite happening at62. There the photons leaveR4 while string bits enter.








mf lux = −4πk1Du.
Of coursemstring need not be static. The density examples withρ(u, r)will havemstring(u, r).
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7. Horizons
The topological 2-spheres (ϑ, ϕ) nested in anr = constant surface at timeu have outgoing
null geodesic normallµ and incoming null geodesic normalnµ. The spheres become trapped
surfaces when bothlµr,µ andnµr,µ are positive (negative for +2 signature). The marginally
trapped surface is the outer boundary of all trapped surfaces at timeu, and the apparent horizon
is the time history of the marginally trapped surface.
Herelµr,µ = 1. The fluid atmosphere hasnµr,µ = −A/2, negative untilm(u, r) > r/2.
At that time the mass has become compact enough to trap light.
We will analyse mass expression (38) for trapped surfaces. WithL0 := 2m0, L−31 :=
(4πρ0)/(3m0), L
−2












at timeu = constant. The four parameters (T0, L0, L1, L2) are positive. Suppose there is a
root atr = αL0, α > 0. Then, atu = 0, equation (49) becomes
α3(L0/L1)
3 + α2(L0/L2)
2 + 1− α = 0
or
α2(2m0)
2[α(8πρ0/3) + 2πk1/m0] + 1− α = 0. (50)
If k1 andρ0 are zero thenα = 1 and we find the Schwarzschild horizon atr = 2m0. For
non-zero parameters equation (50) has no real roots, which is consistent with the outgoing
short-wavelength photons.
At time u = 0 and for some short time after 1− u/T0 is positive. After more time1u,
1−u/T0 becomes negative and then there is only one sign change in equation (49). Descartes’
rule of signs tells us that, foru > 1u, there is at most one real root of equation (49) and the
fluid will have a trapped surface atr = 2m(u, r).
8. Conclusion
That v̂µ is hypersurface orthogonal implieŝvµ dxµ = f (u, r)dt . If metric (1) were the
Schwarzschild metric thenA = 1−2m0/r,u = t−r−2m0 ln(r−2m0)andv̂µ dxµ = A−1/2 dt .
Next in simplicity is the Vaidya metric, whereA of metric (1) would beA = 1− 2m(u)/r.
The Vaidya metric is not static and one cannot coordinate transform back to Schwarzschild.
With the Vaidya metricr−2m(u) is a spacelike hypersurface lying outside the local null cone
[25], unlike the Schwarzschild hypersurfacer − 2m0 which is null.
The traditional view of the Vaidya metric places it outside a spherical star which is losing
mass via Vaidya’s short-wavelength photons. Vacuum Schwarzschild geometry is joined
smoothly to Vaidya at its radiative boundary.
The system described here withm(u, r) continues to havêvµ hypersurface orthogonal,
so thet in v̂µ dxµ = f (u, r)dt labels spacelike hypersurfaces with energy–momentum given
by equation (15) above. Because of the implicit equation of state,ρ + pr = 0, we interpreted
the fluid as an ‘atmosphere’ of open strings which form a string fluid. This view has also been
discussed by ’t Hooft [6] and Maldacena [5]. This fluid was taken as a source of energy–
momentum. As a modelling choice, we took the strings to interact diffusively with energy
carried away by short-wavelength photons. It was necessary to use the approximation of
short-wavelength photons since(2ṁ/r2)lµlν is not an exact solution of Maxwell’s equations.
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Quantum field theory requires the quantum vacuum to be Lorentz invariant [26], which
constrains the energy–momentum tensor on a Minkowski background to have the form
Tµν = ρηµν , and the energy density to transform as
ρ ′ = ρ + p(v
2/c2)
1− (v2/c2)
under change of inertial frame. The string equation of statepr = −ρ satisfies the required
transformation property and so the vacuum outside a relativistic star could indeed include a
string atmosphere.
This work necessarily forms an incomplete picture of the evolution of the astrophysical
system we model here. Strings may exist at the Planck length scale, with a large number of
them possibly providing a macroscopic classical string, and forming a visible atmosphere until
they lie within a trapped surface.
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